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Abstract. Many people take pictures of different city landmarks and post them
to photo-sharing systems like Flickr. They also add tags and place photos in Flickr
groups, created around particular themes. Using tags, other people can search for
representative landmark images of places of interest. Searching for landmarks
using tags results into many non-landmark photos and provides poor landmark
summary for a city. In this paper we propose a new method to identify landmark photos using tags and social Flickr groups. In contrast to similar modern
systems, our approach is also applicable when GPS-coordinates for photos are
not available. Presented user study shows that the proposed method outperforms
state-of-the-art systems for landmark finding.
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Introduction

Given the current widespread usage of digital photography, we observe users willing to
share their photos and experience within social platforms like Flickr3 . As Flickr already
contains billions of photos, the tasks of searching and navigating photos of interest become very difficult. To simplify these tasks, users adopted tagging, adding to each photo
a set of freely chosen keywords. Still, simple tag matching does not give satisfactory
results for particularly complex search tasks. One of such tasks is creating a photo summary of landmarks of a city, which is referred in literature as landmark finding problem.
The World Explorer application [1] is the current state-of-art system which provides a
landmark finding solution for Flickr. The system has a reasonable performance, but
it only works with geo-tagged photos (supplied with geographical coordinates). The
problem is that many interesting places around the world are still represented by photos without geo-tags and their landmarks cannot be found using World Explorer. The
focus of our research is to exploit the tagging features and social Flickr groups to train
a classifier with minimum efforts which can identify landmark photos.
Recognizing landmark in a photo is a hard task: First, content-based image analysis
has very limited capabilities to solve this problem in general, given that photos are
?
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taken in different light and weather conditions, from different viewpoints and angles.
Second, text-based or tag-based methods are much more appropriate for this task, but
they do not have extra information if a tag represents a landmark or a family photo
taken in a city. We propose to obtain this extra information from social groups in which
users are involved in. Nowadays Flickr is enriched with specific photo groups related to
landmarks, cars and other types of objects and themes, which can be used to distinguish
the main topic of the photo.
Our method contains two main parts. First, we exploit tags and social Flickr groups
to train a classifier to identify landmark photos and tags. The method requires minimum human efforts, one only has to give links to relevant Flickr groups and the system
automatically trains a classifier based on the data retrieved from Flickr groups. Second part of the method ranks all suggested relevant tags by their representativeness of
a landmark. It is also possible to generalize our approach for other problems like car
finding, mobile phone finding, etc. Although, due to high cost of user studies, in this
paper we test the performance of our method for landmarks only. To the best of our
knowledge, the proposed solution is the first one to solve landmark finding problem
by exploiting tags and information from photo communities. Current method does not
use low level image features or GPS-coordinates. Presented user study shows that our
approach outperforms the state-of-the-art World Explorer.

2

Related Work

The increasing popularity of the Flickr photo sharing service recently brought a special
focus to research. In literature, several directions can be identified, amongst the most
frequent, extraction of photo summaries and photo organization. Previous algorithms
have employed both purely content-based techniques, as well as methods combining
content and contextual information of the pictures. Popescu et al [7] use external data
sources (Geonames, Wikipedia, Panoramio, and Search engines snippets) to extract geographical entities of a place. In [3], the authors propose an approach for generating
photo summaries relying on hierarchical clusters; each of these clusters is scored and
finally a flat ordering of all photos in the dataset is generated. In later work [5], the
original clustering algorithm was replaced with K-Means and analysis of image visual
features has been added. A similar approach, combining context- and content-based
tools is presented in [6], landmarks are detected by analyzing the distribution patterns
of the tags in the dataset, whereas the representative pictures for a landmark are identified based on canonical views, using various image processing methods. Also using
content-based techniques, [2] ranks iconic images labeled with a particular theme, according to how well they represent a visual category. In the World Explorer application
[1], the authors also create summaries of sights by first clustering images based on their
geographic location and then scoring tag representativeness of each tag in the cluster.
We consider a similar problem of generating a summary of landmarks, but given no
prior geo-spatial information. In a real world setting [1] reported that some regions like
San Francisco had enough geo-tagged photos, while less “technologically advanced”
regions had sparse geo-tagged data. Since the majority of pictures do not have manu-

ally specified geographic location, we try to find out photos of famous landmarks based
on training sets of known landmarks and tag usage patterns.

3

Problem Statement

For the rest of the paper we will consider that the landmark finding application has to
automatically create a summary of photos, giving a comprehensive overview of landmarks at some place of interest. We will decompose this task into several sub-problems,
as presented in Figure 1. The first step consists of selecting a set of photos related to a

Fig. 1. Decomposition of Landmark Finding Problem

particular city. Since we do not consider geo-tagged photos, we rely on a simple heuristic of having the city name (and also the country name in case of an ambiguous city
name) as a tag associated with a photo. This way we may miss many relevant photos,
but for our task it is not a problem, since we still get a lot more photos than we need for a
summary generation. In the second step all collected photos are automatically classified
as either landmarks or non-landmarks. It is important to understand that at this point,
we do not have a summary of city landmarks. We have just a list of pictures classified as
landmark or non-landmark. What we want to achieve is a list of names representing city
landmarks and based on these names create a comprehensive city landmark summary.
In the third step, tags of the photos classified as landmarks are ranked according to their
likelihood of representing city sights. Once a ranking score is available for all tags in
the set, in the fourth step we select top-k most representative tags. For each of these
k tags we retrieve a Flickr photo which has as tags both the name of the city, as well
as the landmark tag. For returning a Flickr picture satisfying the conditions described
above we make use of the Flickr API4 for tag-based search and sort the pictures by
relevance. As the steps 1 and 4 presented in Figure 1 are quite simple, therefore we will
not focus on them. In the following sections we discuss in detail the sub-problems of
classification and tag ranking.

4

Landmark Finding Methodology

In the following we present the details of the main sub-problems composing our landmark finding method. We focus on step 2, classification of photos into landmarks and
non-landmarks, and step 3, selecting the most representative landmark tags.
For understanding the algorithms presented in this section we need to first introduce
a number of formalizations and definitions. In the following definitions U represents the
set of users, T stands for the set of tags, R is the set of resources and Y ⊆ U × T × R is
4
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ternary relation over U , T and R representing a user’s tag assignment. Let fr (t) denote
the number of times a tag t appears with a resource r. The normalized tag frequency
T Fr (t) of a tag t in a resource r is then defined as follows:
fr (t)
T F r (t) = P
, (u, t, r) ∈ Y, (u, t0 , r) ∈ Y, t0 ∈ T, u ∈ U,
fr (t0 )

(1)

Inverse Resource and User Frequencies, like Inverse Document Frequency in IR, are
computed as below:


|R|
IRF (t) = log
(2)
| {(t, r), u ∈ U, r ∈ R, (u, t, r) ∈ Y } |


|U |
IU F (t) = log
(3)
| {(u, t), u ∈ U, r ∈ R, (u, t, r) ∈ Y } |
From the set of pictures containing city tag, we want to select photos representing landmarks. For this task we make use of a SVM binary classifier [8]5 , in particular its
SVMLight implementation (see [4]). For every picture we create a feature vector based
on the tags which were used to annotate it and the SVM classifier assigns each photo
to either “landmark” or “non-landmark” category. We assign weights to the tags in the
feature vectors based on the usage of tags among resources and users, presented below.
Formally we define a feature vector for a photo r as following:
F (r) = [T Fr (t1 ) · IRF (t1 ), T Fr (t2 ) · IRF (t2 ), · · · , T Fr (t|T | ) · IRF (t|T | )]

(4)

We tested several weighting schemes, however the combination given by Eq. 4 provided
best results.
One of the main challenges for SVM or any machine learning technique is to create
a good training set. Once a model is learned based on the labeled data from the training
set, the SVM can classify unseen examples based on the learned model. Our hypothesis is that some of the Flickr groups like “Landmarks around the world” can serve as
positive examples, while arbitrary general groups, like “Birds” or “Airplanes” represent negative examples. The idea to use Flickr groups as training data is quite simple
and can be used for any arbitrary photo classification task beyond the landmark finding problem. If a relevant group of photos exists on Flickr, one can use it as a training
data to find more photos on the same topic within Flickr. For example “CAR [directory]” or “Mobile Phones” groups can be helpful for finding photos of cars and mobile
phones. Nevertheless, applicability of Flickr groups for such tasks needs to be studied
with additional experiments.
Once we have selected a set of city photos and filtered only landmark-related ones,
the third step consists of ranking the tags by how well they represent landmarks. What
we would like to achieve is a ranked set of tags representing landmarks specific to a
particular city. When looking at the whole dataset, we would like to give low score to
common tags. The assumption is that representative landmark tags appear in landmark
5
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photos, but not very common among the whole collection of images (globally). Let us
consider R the set of all photos (both landmark and non-landmark related ones), and T
the associated set of tags. Supporting this first assumption, we compute IRF (Eq. 2) of
the considered tag. If a tag is frequently used to tag photos in the dataset, it has a low
IRFR,T (t)6 value and vice versa. Similarly, if a tag is globally very common amongst
users, it must be scored low. This is achieved by computing IU F , IU FR,T (t) (Eq. 3).
After defining global scoring factors, we come to local measures computed on part
of the collection with landmark photos only. When considering the dataset containing
only pictures associated to a particular city and classified as landmarks, our assumption
is that common tags should be scored high. Let us represent the set of landmark-related
photos selected for a city as Rc and the corresponding tag set as Tc . If a tag is common
among the photos for a particular city, probably this tag represents some feature of
the city, e.g. some museum, or an old and famous building. Let nrtc (t) be a number
of times a tag t appears within landmark photos for a city c. Then we can compute
normalized City Tag Frequency, CT F (t), as follows (Eq.5):
CT F (t) =

nrtc (t)
, t, t0 ∈ Tc
MAX(nrtc (t0 ))

(5)

Similarly, if a tag is used frequently by users, then it is probably a feature of the city.
Let nutc (t) be the number of users using a tag t for the landmark photos for a city c.
We compute the normalized City User Tag Frequency, CU T F , using (Eq.6):
CU T F (t) =

nutc (t)
, t, t0 ∈ Tc
MAX(nutc (t0 ))

(6)

The decision values returned by the SVM classifier against the classified photos represent a confidence measure of the classification. Let dr be the decision value for the
photo r and let Rt be all the resources associated with a tag t. The confidence value
CON F (t) for the tag t is calculated as:
!
X
CON F (t) = log
dr
(7)
r∈Rt

We combine all the above mentioned factors that affect the ranking of the tags and
compute a representativeness score for each tag t occurring along with the resources
classified as landmarks of a city c. The representative score of each tag for a city c is
computed as follows:
SCORE(t) = IRFR,T (t) · IU FR,T (t) · CT F (t) · CU T F (t) · CON F (t), t ∈ Tc (8)

5

Experiments and Results

Given the methodology described in Section 4, we now proceed with the description of
the evaluation we performed.
6
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5.1

Datasets and Evaluation Setup

Training Data (DStrain ): The training dataset was used for training the landmark
vs. non-landmark classifier. DStrain was constructed by downloading 430,282 photos from several Flickr groups, uploaded by 57,581 different users. For positive examples we manually picked few groups like “Landmarks”, “Landmarks around the
world”, “City Landmarks”, etc. As negative examples we used groups like “Airplanes”,
“Birds”, “Cars”, “Mobile Phones”, etc. The dataset thus created contains 14,729 positive examples (related to landmark groups) and 415,553 negative examples (related to
general groups). None of these 430,282 photos was included in the test dataset. This
is real-world data so “positive groups” might also contain some non-landmark photos
and vice versa. However, no additional noise reduction technique has been applied.
Test Data (DStest ): This dataset consists of pictures corresponding to 50 cities (for
which World Explorer [1] has at least 10 landmark tags), 60% European ones and the
rest of 40% representing Asian, North-, South- American and Australian cities. We
downloaded 4,000 to 5,000 photos/city, so that in total we gathered 232,265 photos,
uploaded by 32,409 different users. Pictures from dataset DStest were used for testing
the classifier, after a model was learned based on DStrain .
The goal of our experiments is to evaluate the performance of the algorithm in
finding city landmarks. We evaluate the accuracy of city landmark findings for the list
of 50 different cities, included in the testing set DStest , thus having in total 232,265
images at our disposal. The results of this analysis have been collected through a user
survey. Additionally, with this user study we also compared our results against results
produced by an existing system trying to solve the same problem, World Explorer [1].
Since World Explorer uses as input for its algorithms Flickr pictures with GPS data –
i.e. richer input data than we needed – our aim was to obtain at least comparable quality.
For the evaluation setup we recruited 20 volunteers among our colleagues. Each
user was asked to evaluate two result sets for 10 randomly selected cities out of the set
of 50, and the selection process picked each city so that by the end of the experiment it
was evaluated by at least 4 users. Two photo summaries were mixed on a single screen,
with one result set created using our algorithm and one coming from the World Explorer
API. The users did not know which system produced which photo, as the photos from
the two systems were randomly interleaved. Each photo was supplied with a title and
a single landmark tag produced by either World Explorer or by our algorithm and used
to retrieve this photo. A radio button was placed near each photo, where users could
select between “landmark”, “non-landmark”, and “don’t know” options. The users were
asked to judge if a photo is a landmark or not, in total producing between 400 and 500
judgments per user. The experiment took about 30 minutes per user.
Participants were instructed that a landmark photo must (1) contain a whole landmark or large part of it and (2) the landmark must be a main topic, not just a background
for a person photo. Users were allowed to use photo title and tag as hints when they
could not decide based on the picture only.
5.2

Evaluation Results

We observed quite different user assessment patterns, some participants considered as
landmarks lots of photos, while some others accepted only few of them. As a first analy-

sis, we measured the performance of the two algorithms for each city separately. Having
each city assessed by 4 users, we applied simple majority vote aggregation function.
In Table 1 we present micro-average (averaged across all judgments per city) precision for several of the 50 analyzed cities. In total, our method (TG-SVM: TagGroupsSVM), outperformed World Explorer (WE) on 30 out of 50 cities, i.e. 60% of the cases.
On average World Explorer has a precision value of 0.32, and our method, TG-SVM,
0.34. Results in Table 1 show an interesting aspect: for some of the cities the precision
City
athens
moscow
turin

PR (WE) PR (TGSVM)
0.21
0.28
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.48

City
istanbul
liverpool
mexicocity

PR (WE) PR (TGSVM)
0.40
0.60
0.47
0.56
0.32
0.08

City
paris
tokyo
london

PR (WE) PR (TGSVM)
0.45
0.16
0.25
0.19
0.29
0.16

Table 1. Example of Micro-Average Precision for 9 of 50 Cities

values were very good, while for others they were poor. By inspecting the pictures corresponding to London, Paris, or Tokyo we could observe that the majority represented
aerial views of the city where the landmarks were extremely difficult to identify, or
were not present at all. In contrast to these, for Moscow, Istanbul, etc. the corresponding images depicted indeed the landmarks they also have been tagged with. So results
are strongly dependent on the quality of the pictures included in the corresponding city
set and consistency of users’ tagging behavior.
In Table 2 we present the results from each user using macro-average precision,
when all photos marked by users as landmarks are normalized by the total number of
photos returned by an algorithm. Out of 20 users, 16 preferred our algorithm, 3 considered World Explorer-based results better and in one case the algorithms performed
equally well. We obtained 12% improvement in precision with our method over World
Explorer (statistically significant at level α = 0.001 using paired t-test). These results
User
#
1
2
3
4
5

PR (WE) PR (TG- User PR (WE)
SVM)
#
0.42
0.44
6
0.32
0.45
0.47
7
0.26
0.38
0.45
8
0.29
0.26
0.43
9
0.11
0.23
0.28
10 0.22
Avg Prec(WE) = 0.33

PR (TGSVM)
0.39
0.30
0.35
0.16
0.29

User
#
11
12
13
14
15

PR (WE) PR (TG- User PR (WE)
SVM)
#
0.45
0.41
16 0.27
0.77
0.78
17 0.35
0.24
0.29
18 0.18
0.22
0.20
19 0.15
0.40
0.37
20 0.62
Avg Prec(TG-SVM) = 0.37

PR (TGSVM)
0.27
0.40
0.25
0.21
0.63

Table 2. Macro-Average Precision for 20 Users

support our hypothesis that landmark finding based on photo classification can replace
geo-tagging based methods in situations where geo-spatial information is not available.
They also show that our algorithm significantly outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms
for landmark search. There was no particular tuning of the representativeness score as

defined by (Eq. 8). Estimating the best combination of these parameters might give
additional boost to results’ quality.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we address the problem of identifying pictures showing landmarks in
a certain region/city, using tagging information and without relying on (still sparse)
GPS coordinates for these pictures. Our algorithms exploit only Flickr tags and groups
information. For finding relevant landmark-related tags we apply an SVM classifier for
which the training data is extracted from thematical Flickr groups. Our results show
that the two-class SVM classifier effectively finds landmark photos based on Flickr
Groups training data. User evaluation results demonstrate that our method outperforms
a state-of-the-art system relying on GPS information. Another notable contribution of
the present paper is the fact that the approach introduced here has a potential of being
generalizable to help identifying not only city landmarks but also other topical photos,
such as “cars”, “mobile phones”, etc.
In future work we plan to study parameter estimation for measuring tags’ representativeness scores, as well as experiment with other classifiers and employ feature
selection methods. Additionally, tags can be enriched with their corresponding semantic classes according to the WordNet lexicon to further improve our algorithm.
Acknowledgments: We would like to thank Bhaskar Mehta who contributed on the
early stages of this work, as well as Klaas Dellschaft for providing the datasets.
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